Sexual Harassment and Sexual Violence Student Trainings

Fall 2015
The Presidential Task Force has created new sexual harassment and sexual violence educational requirements for students, staff, and faculty.

Throughout this year we have been working to identify training needs and partners and to create a comprehensive master plan for 2016/2017.
• UCOP expects to release an online version of the required incoming staff and the supervisor, faculty (AB 1825) trainings very soon, which will include the new mandated material.

• UCOP is paying for the Campus Clarity (CC) online trainings for all UC’s for the next 3 years.
  • Currently provided to continuing undergraduate and all graduate students.
  • In future CC will provide staff and faculty online trainings.

• We are also under contract with Haven to provide online training for incoming students under 25
Undergraduate Fall SH/SV Trainings

- **Incoming Fall 2015:**
  - All students under 25 completed an online training and an in person training (SAFE Slugs)
  - SHOP currently coordinates these trainings

- **Continuing students and students that did not complete Haven this year** are completing the Campus Clarity trainings
  - 11,752 students invited on 11/16 or 11/20
  - Deadline 2/15, ~7% completed so far
  - 4,286 invited on 12/7, deadline 2/15
Undergraduate Winter SH/SV Trainings

- Incoming winter students online trainings
  - 220 students invited
  - Deadline 2/15

- In person SAFE Slugs training was not provided this year, but CARE hopes to provide in future years
Graduate Student Fall Trainings

- **Incoming Fall 2015:**
  - 323 completed online training (81.4%)
  - 74 not yet completed
  - Deadline 11/13/15, Invitation Date 10/13/15
  - In Person Grad and TA Orientation Trainings (T9 & CARE)

- **Continuing Fall:**
  - 1,104 invited
  - 240 (21.7%) completed
  - 864 (78.3%) not completed
  - Deadline is 3/11/16, Invitation Date 11/5/15
Graduate Student Winter Trainings

- Incoming Winter Students, 14
  - Invitation 12/14/15, Deadline 2/15/16

- Returning Winter, 37
  - Invitation 12/14/15, Deadline 2/15/16
Undergraduate Student Staff
In person Trainings

- Residential Assistants: 210 Refresher trainings scheduled in Jan and Feb
- Dining Hall: 280
- Peer Mentors: LSS Tutors, ACE, EOP, Smith Renaissance Society Mentors, etc.: 315
- Resource Centers (Cantu, AARC, AAPI): 70
- Students leading seminars: 6
- Writing Program, C8 & Oakes Tutors: 86 (online only)
Some examples: In Person Trainings for Staff and Faculty

- TAPS
- Professional Grounds Staff
- Campus Security Officials
- Oakes Core Lecturers
- Arts Division Retreat
- Dining Hall Managers
- Professional Housing Staff

- Humanities Department Chairs and Provosts
- Graduate Advisors Group
- Committee on Charges
- Academic Advisor’s Group
- Deans
- UCO Lick
- Etc.
QUESTIONS